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Description 
AutoCAD for Mac software has always been a little jarring for users coming from the Windows 
version. The interface is quite different, with just enough familiar notes here and there that you 
can recognize the familiar AutoCAD beneath the surface. The tools are there, but organized a 
little differently. Come take a look at the latest version of AutoCAD for Mac, including the revised 
interface and all the new tools, and see how they can improve your current workflow. This class 
will take a spin through all of the latest features in the current release of AutoCAD for Mac. 
Speaker(s) 
Jim LaPier is the owner of IMPACT Designs, LLC, a consulting firm based in Maryland. Jim has 
worked with AutoCAD software for 18 years in varying disciplines, including commercial and 
residential architectural design, mechanical engineering, materials handling, and 
telecommunications. He is skilled in customization, efficiency, and speed, and he is adept in 
information technology. Eventually Jim became an Expert Elite member thanks to his 
contributions to AutoCAD for Mac. Previously Jim worked as a genius at an Apple Inc. Retail 
Store, becoming a certified Apple technician. Jim combines paper-and-pencil drafting 
knowledge with his love of advanced technology, both Mac and PC-based. Jim currently travels 
around the country giving workshops and classes on AutoCAD for Mac software and using 
Apple computers in today's design offices. 
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Learning Objectives 
• Explore and become comfortable in the newest interface 
• Discover the latest features and changes in the current release 
• Determine if AutoCAD for Mac has a place in your workflow 
• Understand the differences between AutoCAD for Windows and AutoCAD for Mac 
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Significant Feature Releases by Year 
• 2012 - Lt, Xref Improvements, Network Licensing, Plot Style Table Editor, More Layer Tools 
• 2013 - Project Manager (Sheet Sets) PDF Underlays, Path Arrays 
• 2014 - Retina Support, E-transmit, Autodesk 360 Support 
• 2015 - Dynamic Block Editing, Layer States, Data Linking, Qselect 
• 2016 - Xref Path Mapping, Express Tools, Dim Tool, Revcloud Improvements 
• 2017 - Revised Interface, PDF Importing, Assoc. Centermarks, Misc 
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What’s New in AutoCAD 2018 
• Migration 
• Touch Bar Support 
• Tabs Palettes 
• Autohide Palettes 
• Icons 
• Off Screen Selection 
• Alias Editor 
• Flatten 
• Plotting Dialog 
• XRef Paths 
• 2018 dwg support 
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Migration 
AutoCAD for Mac 2018 added a new feature called 
Migration. When 2018 installs, it will ask if you want to 
import your customizations from a previous install of 
AutoCAD for Mac. This means you must leave the 
previous version installed until after you complete the 
migration to 2018.  
At its release, Migration supports CUI, PGP files, 
Templates, My Properties settings, Hatch Patterns, 
Linetypes, Shapes and Content Library, as seen below. 
This is a great feature that many users have been 
requesting for a long time. It is also a good first step to 
being able to export / share / import customizations 
between systems, though we are not quite there yet.  
 
 

Touchbar Support  

The touchbar was added to MacBook Pros in 2016 and it has been . . . interesting. I have yet to 
find a person who is enamored with the Touchbar as it is now. Most users see it either as a 
minor annoyance or a vaguely handy feature. This mostly (in my opinion) is due to the lack of 
integration by most apps outside of Apple itself. Fortunately AutoCAD for Mac is an exception 
and has provided support for the Touch Bar by adding icons / buttons for the standard status bar 
commands that are usually controlled by the standard function keys.  
This is handy for a number of reasons, one of which is the ability to use the function keys at the 
same time as the standard multimedia functions of the same keys on a normal laptop. In other 
laptops, the function keys share duty with a number of specific controls like screen brightness, 
volume, etc. To switch back and forth, you must hold down the FN key while pressing the 
button. You can also go to System Preferences and reverse the keys in regards to what the 
standard function vs holding FN and pressing the function keys. Now, we have these keys side 
by side, meaning you don’t have to switch. Also, if you do hold down the FN key with the new 
touchbar, it reverts to displaying the standard F1-F12 keys, if you are more comfortable with 
those keys instead of AutoCAD symbols from the status bar. You can also go to the the menu 
bar and click View and scroll to the bottom to edit the Touch Bar to display your preferred icons 
as shown above. 
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Palettes 
3 of the most used palettes, the Layers / Properties palette, 
the XRef palette and the Content center palette have been 
overlapped with each other to save screen real estate. They 
now take up the same location / space along the right side of 
the screen can be brought to the front by clicking the 
appropriate tab along the top.  
Also, this new multi-palette can be hidden just like 
“anchoring” a palette in Windows, meaning it collapses to the 
right edge of the screen. The 3 tabs display vertically, and 
expand when you move your mouse over one or the other, 
then collapses when you move your cursor off. This is great 
for laptop screens with limited screen real estate. 
 

Icons 
A minor but visually welcome update was the revision of the icons in AutoCAD for Mac, from the 
Tool Palettes to the status bar. 

 

Off Screen Selection 
This is a great little addition that will hopefully save some users some headache. You can now 
click and drag a selection window, then pan and / or zoom to another area of the drawing and 
the selection window will continue from the original point. Previously, you could only select 
objects visible on the current screen, and anything that moved off the screen was not selected.  
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Alias Editor 
The command alias editor, where you can go to alter the shortcut keys for commands (like L for 
line and M for move) has been moved to the CUI editor. This is convenient as it keeps all of your 
customizing in one location as opposed to having to open numerous dialog boxes to change 
your settings. 

Flatten 
Flatten has a few uses and not all of them obvious. The most straight forward use is to create a 
2D representation of a 3D object. Flatten does this while maintaining the original line types, 
layers, colors, etc.  
Another great use for flatten is cleaning up drawings. Have you ever received a dwg file from 
another user or company and find that certain lines or points seem to be acting very funny when 
you snap to them? Lines that appear to intersect won’t trim and lines that should be short have 
odd lengths in properties? Finally you look at the “flat” drawing in isometric to find out the 
previous user has geometry at multiple levels and Z values. Flatten can be used to force the 
thickness and elevations of all the geometry to 0 in one fell swoop. 

XRef Paths 
Simple but helpful: the default path type for new external references is now Relative by default. 
You can also now right click on a reference in the XRef palette and select a new path. 
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Plot Dialog 
This is one of my favorite updates. Now we have access to a much more comprehensive plot 
dialog right off the bat, instead of having to click over into the page setup dialog. We can now 
access settings like scale, offset, plot stamp, paper size and more. You can also easily choose 
page setups from the top of the dialog. You can also apply changes to the current active layout. 

 
What’s next? 
So what will AutoCAD for Mac 2019 give us? Only Autodesk knows, but I have been given 
permission to present the features of the latest AutoCAD for Mac Beta in my session. I cannot 
include any of those features or images in the handout, but after running through the new 
features of 2018 I’ll give a full demo of some of the new features in the current beta. See you in 
class! 

Jim LaPier 
IMPACT Designs, LLC 
jim@impactdesigns.biz 

macncad.com 
@jimlapier 

Youtube
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwNAlGuB3fpjF9WmBIqf_8w

